Requirements for customer pickup (CPU)
of AF products

Dear customer,

Please note that the AF products must only be transported by GMP+ certified carriers that are listed in the GMP+ database.

For a proper recording according to the feed safety rules the following information must be provided in written to our logistics department in Oberhausen to the attention of Ms. Kerstin Teubel, email: niclas.toepelt@oq.com at the latest 24 hours prior to the scheduled product pick up date:

- Name and address of the carrier
- GMP+ certificate of the carrier
- Container no., or registration plate of the trailer if product will be collected with tank truck
- Three (3 prior loads including the GMP+ / IGGF numbers
- Type and number of compartments that will be loaded with the product
- Any non GMP+ certified accompanying cargos

In order to verify proper cleaning according to GMP+ rules the driver must present the cleaning certificates for the last prior load before loading. Please note that the carrier is responsible for a proper cleaning.

Please note that transport vehicles that does not comply with the a.m. feed safety requirements will be rejected.

Please also see the general requirements for customer pickups from OQ facilities which are available on our homepage:

www.chemicals.oq.com/en/contact/sales-cr/information-for-customer-pickup-cpu.html
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